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Invitation to Quote for three documentary films 
For the Ecosystem Services for Poverty Alleviation (ESPA) programme 
 

A. Documentary film: Nature in balance – Managing our environment to leave no-one behind  

B. ESPA DELTAS film: Bangladesh - Visioning a sustainable future for the delta  

C. ECOLIMITS film: Climate-smart cocoa – Putting a premium on the environment [working titles] 

 

 

Date of RFQ release: 11th Sept 2017 
 
Deadline for clarification questions:  Friday 22nd September 12:00 UK time (GMT+1) 
 
Clarification questions to be posted by: Monday 25th September 17:00 UK time 
Final deadline for submission of RFQ response: Friday 29th September 17:00 UK time  
Expected work start date: Monday 9th October 
Expected contract finish date: Wednesday 31st January 2018 
 
All correspondence to: communication@espa.ac.uk and manager@espa.ac.uk  
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About the ESPA programme 
 
Research into Results Limited provides, along with other parties, the Ecosystem Services for Poverty Alleviation 
Programme (ESPA), aiming to deliver world-class research through innovative partnerships that cross disciplinary 
boundaries, are international, and have full involvement of talented developing country researchers. The Natural 
Environment Research Council (“NERC”) manages the overall ESPA Programme on behalf of a partnership comprising 
of NERC, the UK Department for International Development (“DFID”), and the Economic and Social Research Council 
(“ESRC”).  DFID, ESRC and NERC co-fund the ESPA Directorate which is responsible for co-ordinating and 
implementing all ESPA activities as well as any general activities which add value to the programme.  
 
ESPA is a global interdisciplinary research programme that aims to give decision-makers and natural resource users 
the evidence they need to address the challenges of sustainable ecosystem management and poverty reduction.  
ESPA’s goal is to ensure that ecosystems will be conserved and managed more sustainably – in ways that alleviate 
poverty and enhance wellbeing. 
 
The programme was developed by the UK government in response to the findings of the 2005 Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment (www.millenniumassessment.org) that substantial gains in human wellbeing in recent decades have 
been achieved at the expense of high and often irreversible levels of ecosystem degradation. The programme has 
been operational since 2007 and full roll-out starting in 2010 with a budget value of £43.9 million. 
 
ESPA’s key objectives are: 

1. To create a strong research and evidence base on the connections among ecosystem services, their 
dynamics and management, human use and pathways to sustainable poverty reduction;  

2. To develop innovative, interdisciplinary research and methodologies, delivering tools and approaches that 
enable decision-makers to simulate and predict socio-ecological responses to complex social and economic 
trends;  

3. To engage and communicate effectively with policy makers, practitioners and decision makers so that ESPA’s 
research is well understood and used; 

4. To enhance the capacity of researchers in the global South to conduct, lead, use and communicate high 
quality ESPA-type interdisciplinary research, including through effective international research partnerships.  

 
In this final year of programme delivery (ending in March 2018), the ESPA Directorate is intending to deliver legacy-
focused work which will provide a resource for future researchers and decision-makers. 
To date, ESPA has: 

• funded the work of 922 researchers; 

• undertaken research in 53 countries; 

• produced 288 journal articles; 

• been cited 5,428 times. 
 

About the Invitation to Quote: Overall requirement 
 
Part A 

The objective of the first part of the project is to invite proposals from interested organisations to work with the 

ESPA Directorate to co-produce a documentary film about the relationship between a healthy natural environment 

(well functioning ecosystem services) and human wellbeing, drawing upon the most significant findings of ESPA 

research.  

The contract will be to produce an approx. half hour documentary film together with a short, youtube ‘teaser’ 

version (3 minutes). 

Final deliverables: 

- 3 minute film and 25-30 minute film as .mp4 files saved to hard disk with USB connection and delivered to 

ESPA Directorate offices (the hardware and courier costs may be expensed to the project).  

http://www.millenniumassessment.org/
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- Films uploaded to ESPA youtube channel (log in information will be provided).   

- Delivery starts 2 October 2017 and completion by 31st January 2018, with requirement to film in Edinburgh 

on 29-30 November and 1 December 2017 and to travel to the following locations to film in November-

December (dates to be negotiated with interviewees): 

o Southampton, England. 

o  Accra, Ghana and climate-smart cocoa project site, one half-day’s travel from Accra.  

For specific milestones, see table below. The bidder should also budget for possible travel for filming within 

the UK, in two of the three following cities: London, Oxford, Leeds.  

 

Part B 

The objective of the second part of the project is to re-purpose a 7 minute film that was made in 2015 solely on the 

subject of the DELTAS project, here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkbGVbfFnjM 

Final deliverables: 

- 6-7 minute film as .mp4 file saved to hard disk with USB connection and delivered to ESPA Directorate 

offices (the hardware and courier costs may be expensed to the project).  

- Films uploaded to ESPA youtube channel (log in information will be provided).   

- Delivery starts circa 2 October 2017 and completion by 31st January 2018. 

- Part A of the project (above) will generate some new UK-based interview material that can be cut into this 

film, but otherwise, Part B is a scripting, editing and post-production job, without budget for travel to film 

new footage. 

Part C 

The objective of the third part of the project is to produce a standalone, 6-7 minute film solely about the ‘climate 

smart cocoa’ project in Ghana, which also forms part of the subject matter for the flagship documentary specified in 

Part A, above. 

Final deliverables: 

- 6-7 minute film as .mp4 file saved to hard disk with USB connection and delivered to ESPA Directorate 

offices (the hardware and courier costs may be expensed to the project).  

- Films uploaded to ESPA youtube channel (log in information will be provided).   

- Delivery starts circa 2 October 2017 and completion by 31st January 2018. 

- Parts A and C of the project shall be planned in unison, so that all travel and filming within the UK (to 

Edinburgh, Southampton) and to Ghana shall be organised so as to gather footage for both films. 

 

Intended audience for the films 
The films are intended to achieve a broad reach among viewers who are relatively well informed about international 

environment and development issues and are likely to use the film as a springboard to seek out further information 

about ESPA’s tools and frameworks, and/or to share the films with others as one route to rethinking policy and 

practice. The primary target audience, for whom the films should be optimised, are: 

Policy-makers and their advisors in developing countries who are taking key decisions about development 

programming and investments which, by their nature, affects ecosystem services: their functions, flows and benefits 

for people. As well as national policy-makers (e.g. national governments) and regional intergovernmental bodies, we 

are also interested in engaging major international agencies and donor programmes which have significant leverage 

and resources to bear at country, regional or global level (for example: the World Bank; regional development banks 

such as the African Development Bank, Asian Development Bank, bilateral donors such as the UK’s Department for 

International Development and other European agencies and the programmes they support). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkbGVbfFnjM
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With regard to the climate-smart cocoa film, we are also looking to raise the awareness and engagement of 

particularly large and influential private sector players whose decisions have significant leverage and impact in the 

relevant countries and ecosystems concerned – for example, companies with large agricultural landholdings and/or 

who are major cocoa buyers. 

Although secondary audiences for these films, per se, we also accord importance to the following general audiences 

and expect they will enjoy viewing and sharing the films: 

Decision-makers with direct control of natural resources, which at its most downstream extent includes farmers, 

fisherfolk, protected area managers and millions of vulnerable people who depend directly on the natural resource 

base. ESPA projects will, in some localities, communicate and engage with such community groups and exchange 

knowledge. However, given the limits on ESPA funding and capacity in the final months of the programme, the 

emphasis will be on targeting: 

(a) knowledge intermediaries such as international NGOs, for example, who are open to robust science 

that provides a bridge into more sustainable practice, and who have extensive country office networks 

and international infrastructure, in which ‘ecosystem service champions’ may work effectively to 

influence organisational policy and implementation and reach resource users at community level. 

(b) federations and associations of natural resource managers, eg farmers’ or forest managers’ 

associations or networks of women’s groups or industry associations, who could use the films as 

awareness raising or training materials. 

Researchers and academics, based both in the global South and the global North, who may build upon the 

theoretical advances and new tools and methods in the ESPA portfolio, to craft new research agendas – of both a 

conceptual and applied nature. 

Media organisations / journalists; and 

General public. 

 

Intended uses of the films 
PART A: The long documentary film shall, if possible, be pitched by the selected film production company to 

broadcast partners. Whether or not this pitch is successful, the film will, regardless, be used by ESPA staff and 

researchers to: 

- screen at outreach events, including ESPA finale events during the February-March 2018 period; 

- highlight ESPA achievements and approaches via the homepage of the ESPA legacy website. 

The shorter ‘teaser’ version of the documentary film shall be used in ESPA’s social media and general 

communications campaigns. 

PART B: The repurposed film about the DELTAS project in coastal Bangladesh shall be used to engage stakeholders, 

primarily policy-makers, in ESPA closure events in South Asia region: it shall form a springboard for discussion about 

application of the modelling approach described in the film. It shall also be used in briefings by ESPA staff with 

international donor/international organisation staff to demonstrate the potential replicability of the Bangladesh 

approach in other countries and contexts.  

PART C: The film about climate-smart cocoa shall be used to engage stakeholders face to face, including policy-

makers, multilateral agencies, NGOs, academics and the private sector, in ESPA closure events in Africa and by the 

ECOLIMITS team and associated researchers, who continue to promote best practices developed in the project. It 

shall also, where possible, be promoted by ESPA’s communications staff to the multitude of online channels and 

outlets that curate climate-smart development guidance (e.g. members of the Climate Knowledge Brokers Group 

and other communities of best practice), and to parties of the UNFCCC via relevant meetings and digital channels. 
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Key messages and content blocks: summary 
 
PART A: Flagship documentary film and PART C: Climate-smart cocoa film 
 

• The degradation of the earth’s ecosystems impacts the poorest people the most. 

• Because the natural environment both sustains us and is also a source of economic benefit for many, this 

means that strong institutions and good governance – including special tools and methods to help mediate 

conflicts and trade-offs among users of environmental resources - will be necessary if the world is to achieve 

the Sustainable Development Goals and ‘leave no one behind’.  

• ESPA has demonstrated how to design and deliver effective development projects that integrate economic, 

social and environmental goals, identify, mediate and manage conflicts and trade-offs and protect the 

interests of the poorest in society: - 1. Example from marine/coastal environment (Bangladesh delta) of how 

a consultative and novel scenario-modeling approach can be used; 2. Example from terrestrial environment 

(eg communities living and working on the forest-farming frontier in Ghana) of how a forward-looking set of 

business and government actors can develop and market a ‘premium’ cocoa product that pays the 

community for their environmental stewardship efforts. Both these innovative approaches are delivering 

results now and have the potential to be adapted and adopted elsewhere: they are a source of international 

inspiration. (The standalone film about the climate-smart cocoa will present the Ghanaian story only, while 

the flagship documentary shall weave it into the larger narrative.) 

• To sum up: ‘it’s not just the economy, but also the environment and society’ that matter - and governing 

these in an integrated way.  

• Call to action: Visit www.espa.ac.uk for a rich pool of resources to guide researchers, policy-makers, 

development organisations and natural resource managers. 

• See annex below for more detailed narratives about the projects to be highlighted. 

PART B: Re-purposing of the DELTAS film (2015) 

The DELTAS film (2015) is a professionally-produced film, with much to commend it: : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkbGVbfFnjM To date, this film has been under-utilised by the ESPA team and 

merits some updating so that we may make the most of our investment. The scope of the further updates and edits 

we require is as follows: 

Retain or expand our use (from the footage archive) of: 
- The strong, compelling footage from the delta areas concerned; 
- Bangladeshi music in first part of film or similar soundtrack to be sourced by supplier; 
- Authoritative, convincing interview material from government officials and also from the Principal Investigator, Dr 
Nicholls – including material re the potential application of the modeling approach to other deltas; however, we also 
expect that some updated interview material may be captured in the UK in November 2017 that can augment or 
replace some of these clips. 
 
Redress the following features of the 2015 film: 
- Suboptimal sound quality of the narrative voiceover and elements of the narrative content, including rephrasing 
from future tense to present tense; 
- Music in latter half of the film; 
- Deletions of unneeded workshop footage/cut-aways; 
- Greater emphasis on project achievements to end 2017 and replicability of approaches; 
- Attention to gender balance, ensuring that wherever in the archival footage or pool of relevant UK-based 
interviewees, there may be female spokespeople, researchers, project beneficiaries, the film-maker shall ensure that 
their voices and perspectives are included.  
 

  

http://www.espa.ac.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VkbGVbfFnjM
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Specific requirements and deliverables 
The ESPA Directorate seeks a film production partner to carry out the specific activities, with associated milestones 

and deliverables: 

Part A: Flagship ESPA documentary and Part C: Climate-smart cocoa short film 

Activity Parties responsible Deadline 

Co-produce a narrative framework and 
structure for the documentary film, and 
list of key interview questions 

Supplier together with ESPA’s 
Communications Specialist will iterate 
these materials. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The research and discovery period is 
expected to start as soon as possible 
upon contracting. Contracting shall take 
2-3 weeks from the date of the tender 
decision. The research and discovery 
phase is expected to last approx. until 
29 November 2017, when on-site 
filming with lead researchers takes 
place in Edinburgh. 
 
The draft narrative structure for the full 
documentary shall be in place by Friday 
10 November 2017. 
 

Logistical planning for Edinburgh 
including advance invitation for film 
crew attendance at Edinburgh 
conference 

Travel to Edinburgh shall be booked by 
the supplier and charged back to ESPA. 
University of Edinburgh 
accommodation will be provided by 
ESPA. 
Introductions between the film crew 
and key interviewees, which will be 
provided by ESPA in the run-up to the 
conference. 

Mid-November 2017 

Logistical planning for Ghana trip 
(climate smart cocoa production) 
including securing on the ground 
transport and interviewees with key 
stakeholders in cocoa production, 
government ministry 

‘Fixer’ functions for in-country work 
shall be provided by ESPA, though a 
separate arrangement between the 
ESPA Directorate and the ECOLIMITS 
project team, based in Ghana. This will 
include all the following functions to be 
provided by ESPA: 
Scheduling of interviews with key 
stakeholders  
Booking of suitable hotel 
accommodation in Accra and in the 
environs of the project site (approx. 3-4 
hours’ drive from Accra) for the film 
crew 
Simultaneous interpretation services, 
from Twi to English, if needed 
Provision of ground transport vehicles 
(off road vehicles suitable for the 
terrain) for the film crew, to reach the 
project site, and a highly qualified driver 
employed by the ECOLIMITS project – in 
addition, the guidance services in the 
field from the ECOLIMITS programme 
manager 

November – December 2017 

Film original footage with ESPA’s 
leading researchers and scientific 
advisors in Edinburgh, UK on 29, 30 
November- 1 December 2017. The idea 
is that the film crew will capture 
interview footage of some 5-8 scientists 

Filming: Supplier. 
Interviewing and on-site direction: 
ESPA’s Communications Specialist is 
available. 

November - December 2017 
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attending ESPA’s annual conference 
who will 1. Summarise to camera the 
headline scientific results of the ESPA 
programme; 2. Pick out and describe 
verbally some of the unique tools 
developed by ESPA to manage 
environmental resources in ways that 
tackle poverty and improve local 
people’s wellbeing. 

 

Liaise separately and over a longer 
research period with some half dozen 
key ESPA projects to source from them 
the relevant footage from overseas 
locations that these projects have 
previously shot and incorporated into 
project films.  
 

This is the responsibility of the supplier. 
ESPA’s Communications Specialist and 
other ESPA Directorate staff are 
available to make electronic 
introductions and provide contact 
details needed. 

October-December 2017 

First complete rough cut of film (25-30 
mins) 

Supplier. An initial rough cut of the documentary 
shall, if possible, be shared by Friday 15 
December – however, if archival 
footage is still outstanding from ESPA 
partners, this deadline may be 
renegotiated to early January. 
The latest a full rough cut may be 
delivered is Friday 5 January. 
 

First complete rough cut of 3 minute 
teaser 

Supplier The latest a rough cut of the 3 minute 
version by be delivered is Friday 12 
January. 
 

Both the rough cut and a second cut 
(‘penultimate’) will need to be 
circulated for approval and sign-off of 
other key ESPA Directorate staff, 
including the ESPA Manager, ESPA 
Director, and ESPA Impacts Manager. 
 

Supplier and ESPA Directorate Date in mid January tbc 

Completion of full film (upload to 
youtube) 

Supplier 26 January 2018 

Completion of 3 minute teaser (upload 
to youtube and send hard disk to ESPA 
directorate with all rendered versions) 

Supplier 31 January 2018 

Contract end date by which all work 
must be complete 

Supplier 31 January 2018 

Please note that it is not a requirement 
of this contract that national (in case 
study countries) or international 
broadcast of the flagship documentary 
is secured via a television partner, 
however, it is strongly encouraged for 
bidders to include time in their budget 
(to 31 January 2018) for pitching the 
film to broadcasters and the broadcast 
may happen beyond the life of this 
contract, eg later in 2018.  

Supplier Supplier time for pitching the film to TV 
partners: until 31 January 2018, with 
potential for (unpaid by ESPA) delivery 
beyond this date 
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Part B: Repurposing of the ESPA DELTAS film (6-7 mins) 

Activity Parties responsible Deadline 

Co-produce a revised narrative 
framework and structure for the 
documentary film, research all available 
rushes provided by ESPA Directorate 
from 2015 filming in the field 

Supplier together with ESPA’s 
Communications Specialist and at least 
one representative of the DELTAS 
project will iterate the revised 
narrative. 
 
ESPA Directorate will provide the 
archival footage: supplier is responsible 
for viewing/researching. 

The research and discovery period is 
expected to start as soon as possible 
upon contracting. Contracting shall take 
2-3 weeks from the date of the tender 
decision, circa end September. 
 
  
 

In association with the flagship 
documentary activity above (Part A), 
the film crew will capture new 
interview footage, in the UK (either in 
Edinburgh or in Southampton) with the 
leading researchers on the ESPA DELTAS 
project 

 

Filming: Supplier. 
Interviewing and on-site direction: 
ESPA’s Communications Specialist is 
available. 

October-November-early December 
2017 to suit availability of interviewees 

First complete rough cut of film  Supplier. An initial rough cut of the documentary 
shall be shared by Friday 12 January. 
 

Both the rough cut and a second cut 
(‘penultimate’) will need to be 
circulated for approval and sign-off of 
other key ESPA Directorate staff, 
including the ESPA Manager, ESPA 
Director, and ESPA Impacts Manager. 
 

Supplier and ESPA Directorate 12 – 19 January 

Completion of full film (upload to 
youtube) 

Supplier 26 January 2018 

Send hard disk to ESPA directorate   Supplier 31 January 2018 

Contract end date by which all work 
must be complete 

Supplier 31 January 2018 

 

 

 

Evaluation criteria for this tender 
 

Evaluation criteria Weighting in the evaluation process 

Track record of the bidding organisation and specifically, of 
the named individuals in the bid, for producing 
documentaries about complex environment and 
development topics, in a compelling and accessible style. 
 
Please note that in order to be considered, your bid must 
include Curriculum Vitae of the named producer(s) with 
hyperlinks to online films that the producer(s) has/have 
produced.   

60% 

Track record of the bidding organisation and specifically, of 
the named individuals in the bid, of securing TV broadcast 
coverage for this type of documentary. Specific examples 
must be clearly cited in the proposal. 

5% 

Demonstration of value for money. In order to be 
considered, your bid must include a completed Excel 
spreadsheet (see associated download: ESPA budget 

35% 
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template) indicating all Personnel fees, broken down by: 
- Named individuals 
- Individuals’ roles in project 
- Each named individual’s day rate in GBP 

Plus: 
- Reimbursable expenses – please note that ESPA 

does not provide per diem allowances but travel and 
subsistence expenses are reimbursed upon 
submission of receipts and in accordance with 
ESPA’s published expenses policy (see associated 
download: ESPA expenses policy) 

 

Budget notes: 

To summarise, the budget is expected to include: 

- All named individuals proposed to work on the films. 

- Day rates and number of days for each named individual.  

- Expenses budget to include travel and accommodation from the film team’s usual place of work to: 

- Edinburgh, for full working days on 29-30 Nov and 1 Dec 2017; Southampton, UK; Accra, Ghana and at least 

one rural Ghanaian location for a total of one week on the ground in Ghana. 

- Two further days’ filming in the UK should also be budgeted in addition, and depending on the location of 

the researchers to be filmed, will be in two of the following cities: Leeds, Oxford, London, UK. 

- Expenses associated with the purchase and couriering of a hard disk containing mp4 files to the ESPA 

Directorate offices in Edinburgh as well as any other equipment hire/film permitting/visa and other 

unavoidable expenses associated with carrying out this assignment, each to be clearly itemised. 

The budget should be completed in the Excel template provided. 
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ANNEX: Detailed narratives 
The following narratives will guide the ESPA flagship documentary. 

Sustainable pathways out of poverty 

We all depend on the Earth’s ecosystems.  

From forests to mountains, drylands to wetlands, coasts to urban centres, our ecosystems provide us with a 

spectacular array of benefits. They provide us with food, fresh water, fuel, and recreation as well as many unseen 

services that take place beneath the ground and in the atmosphere ensuring ecosystems function properly to sustain 

life. 

Yet, over the past 50 years humans have changed ecosystems at a far more rapid pace than at any other time in 
recorded history. As the population grows we place increasing demands on ecosystems and their services altering 
their natural balance. These effects are happening both regionally (such as the conversion of forest to agriculture) 
and globally (climate change). 
 
The rapid rate of degradation of global ecosystems is not only contributing to environmental challenges that affect 

us all but also threatening the livelihoods and wellbeing of the world’s poorest people. The 2005 Millennium 

Ecosystem Assessment (MA) found that 60% of ecosystem services studied were severely degraded or being used 

unsustainably, and that the harmful effects of this degradation were being borne disproportionately by the poor. 

The MA defines ecosystem services as the benefits people derive from their ecosystems.  

Established in 2009 with funding from the Department for International Development (DFID), the Economic and 
Social Research Council (ESRC), and the Natural Environment Research Council (NERC), the Ecosystem Services for 
Poverty Alleviation (ESPA) programme was created to explore the linkages between ecosystem services and human 
wellbeing, and using interdisciplinary science provide evidence and tools to manage ecosystems sustainably in ways 
that alleviate poverty and enhance well-being for poor people in developing countries around the world. 
 
ESPA brought teams of natural, physical, and social scientists together with local partners to provide evidence and 
practical tools for decision-makers and local communities to manage ecosystems sustainably for enhanced human 
wellbeing.  
 
Transforming our world by 2030: How do ecosystem services contribute to sustainable development? 

The world’s population is estimated to reach 8.5 billion in 2030, with the majority of the increase occurring in 

developing countries. By 2030 the world will need 50% more food, 50% more energy and 30% more fresh water 

while contending with the adverse consequences of climate change. Solutions to sustainably end poverty and 

hunger, improve health and well-being, achieve affordable clean energy, water and sanitation, protect our 

ecosystems and tackle climate change among others are all connected.  

How we manage our ecosystems matters. Ecosystem services can contribute to human wellbeing in many ways from 

providing basic materials for a good life, to supporting people’s physical health and social relations. 

Governments’ adoption of the Sustainable Development Goals marked a major step forward in recognising that to 

transform the world into a fairer, more prosperous, peaceful and sustainable society by 2030, the economic, social 

and environmental dimensions of sustainable development must be considered together.    

Many development projects, by taking a narrow view, considering only the social or economic dimensions of an 

intervention at any one time. We need to move beyond this to achieve the SDGs.  Specifically: 

- 1. We need integrated solutions. 

- 2. We need to understand trade-offs among different uses of environmental resources by different groups 

and we need to manage competing uses and  conflicts. 

- 3. We need to achieve equitable outcomes for the poorest. 
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ESPA research shows how we can achieve this broader view and work toward practical and integrated solutions 

in specific places.  

It is proposed that the documentary film should focus on the above three major themes through the lens of ESPA 

projects. The overarching narrative will come from one or several of ESPA’s intellectual leaders, all of whom will be 

available in Edinburgh in late November (29-30 Nov; 1 Dec 2017) for interview: 

- Kate Schreckenberg, ESPA Director. 

- Georgina Mace, ESPA Scientific Advisor. 

- Steve Bass, ESPA Co-Chair. 

- Virgilio Viana, ESPA Scientific Advisor. 

One of the illustrative, developing country-based stories that will illustrate these key themes will be sourced 

from and reworked from ESPA’s footage bank: 

This is the DELTAS project in Bangladesh, explained below, with links to publicly available footage. In addition to the 

published footage on youtube, ESPA also has some hours’ worth of rushes from the DELTAS project in its archives, 

which it will make available to the appointed supplier to user as needed in crafting the final story. ESPA will not make 

further budget available for the appointed supplier to travel to Bangladesh for more footage but will rely on creative 

use of existing archival footage. In addition, the Principal Investigator of the DELTAS project (Dr Robert Nicholls) will 

be available for filming in the UK under this contract, in either November or December, in Edinburgh or 

Southampton.  

The other developing country story to illustrate ESPA’s practical methods and approaches for resolving ecosystem 

services challenges and governance solutions is that of the ECOLIMITS project in Ghana, also explained below. ESPA 

does not currently hold professional quality footage from the ECOLIMITS project. Under this proposed contract, the 

appointed supplier may budget for up to one week (including travel) from their usual place of work to Ghana to 

interview project stakeholders and to obtain background footage in relevant rural areas. The timing of the on-

location filming shall be up for negotiation between the supplier and the in-country project team and would need to 

be accommodated in good time to meet the overall film project deadlines: the ESPA Directorate will make 

introductions.  

ECOLIMITS: Exploring the ecosystem limits to poverty alleviation in African forest-
agriculture landscapes 
 
For years, Ghana has experienced significant loss of forests, in large part because of the expansion of cocoa farms 
and the promotion of ‘zero shade’ cocoa production. Forests are being lost at a rate of 3.2% per year. As well as 
negative local effects, land use change is causing high levels of greenhouse gas emissions and so contributing to 
climate change. 
 
In an effort to arrest deforestation, the Government of Ghana has initiated the Ghana Cocoa-Forest REDD+ 
Programme (GCFRP), a unique, ambitious initiative to reform policies and promote ‘climate smart’ cultivation 
practices. Jointly coordinated by the National REDD+ Secretariat at the Forestry Commission and the Ghana Cocoa 
Board, in partnership with a broad set of private sector, public sector, civil society, traditional authorities, and local 
communities, the GCFRP is based on the core concept that these challenges cannot be tackled at a project or 
singular institutional level. Instead, they require a large-scale, integrated approach. There are high expectations that 
the GCFRP will improve the management of cocoa landscapes in Ghana, especially by engendering sustainability, 
widening participation, and building consensus among stakeholders. 
 
The challenge, however, is that there is a lack of robust data and detailed understanding of cocoa-forest ecosystems 
and socioeconomic decision processes to enable the partners to articulate a realistic, climate-smart cocoa 
production strategy. To fill this knowledge gap, the ECOLIMITS project has mapped vegetation cover and land uses, 
ranging from relatively intact forest through to intensively managed agricultural systems, in the cocoa-growing 
regions of Ghana. The research aims to give rural communities 
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the scientific evidence to help them understand the overall environmental condition of these landscapes, so that 
they can avoid potentially detrimental effects of ecosystem degradation and thus have more long-term sustainable 
livelihoods. 
 
ECOLIMITS research has contributed to changing the way in which the cocoa private sector and other stakeholders 
are thinking and investing, for example, by: 
• Raising awareness about the threat posed by climate change to cocoa: Intensive collaboration with the private 
sector has shifted the cocoa industry perspective, as shown by official communications from company boards and 
CEOs, as well as the development of private-sector led climate-smart cocoa programmes and initiatives. 
• Adapting private sector programmes to reach all the way down to the farmer with climate-smart resources: 
Companies are now providing farmers with support packages that increase the likelihood of improving yields 
sustainably. 
• Expanding understanding of the role of ecosystem services in cocoa yields: ECOLIMITS researchers shared their 
findings on how measures to increase pollination can directly improve yields on farms. This concept has now been 
formally adopted into the Cocoa Board’s plan of action, and the Board is actively moving forward to test methods for 
enhancing pollination. 
• Introducing the concept of climate-smart cocoa: Using the findings from the project, the Ghanaian organisation 
Nature Conservation Research Centre (NCRC) and its partners started advocating that farmers should be financially 
rewarded for implementing a climate-smart regime in their cocoa farms. An initial group of companies have 
endorsed this idea and have begun the process of preparing the market for this product, which pays farmers a 
premium for their sustainable production methods. Touton and Olam are two companies that have bought into this 
concept and Touton is already moving forward to market climate-smart cocoa.  
 

DELTAS: Consulting to create shared scenarios for Bangladesh’s delta development 

The ESPA-supported DELTAS project has developed a framework to help policy-makers explore the linkages between 

the natural environment, ecosystem services, poverty, health and livelihoods in coastal Bangladesh – which is home 

to 14 million people. The framework not only supports policy processes and targets some of Bangladesh’s most 

vulnerable populations. It also has the potential to be used in other deltas around the world. 

The project’s Delta Dynamic Integrated Emulator Model model (ΔDIEM for short) enables policy-makers to 

understand how human interventions can change the flows of ecosystem services in the vast Ganges-Brahmaputra-

Meghna Delta – and what this means for poverty alleviation efforts.  

The model is unique in its capacity to link bio-physical, socio-economic and governance processes. It can, for 

example, compare different climate change scenarios in the coming decades, and provide information on how these 

affect river and tidal flows. The model can link this data to salinity levels in the water and soils – and hence, to 

impacts on agriculture and aquaculture, all of which affect poverty, health and livelihoods.   The ΔDIEM model 

provides annual results for each ‘Union’ in the study area (where a Union is a unit of 4-5 villages) and encompasses 

627 Unions in total. 

The model is now being used by the Government of Bangladesh to assess its development priorities and scenarios to 

2050. The project team has worked closely with the Government’s General Economic Division, which is responsible 

for the Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100, a long-term, holistic plan for water management and development. Together, 

they have used the framework to test several real world potential interventions, including the building of the Ganges 

Barrage. In recognition of the strong potential for large-scale impact, ESPA has provided follow-on funding to enable 

the Deltas team to work with the Government of Bangladesh to assess further investments outlined in the 

Bangladesh Delta Plan. They expect to assess the poverty, environment and rural livelihood dimensions of 

approximately 20 more projects.  This extension work aims to increase the capacity of Bangladeshi stakeholders to 

approach development an integrated, evidence-based way. 
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Some interview footage from the investigators (some years ago) is publicly available here but can now be enhanced 

with new footage to be filmed by the supplier about the results of the scenario modelling work: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCti45a56vc 

 

 

 

 

 


